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**Discovery Projects**
- Laureate Fellowships
- Future Fellowships
- DECRA
- Other Fellowships

**Linkage Projects**
- Centres of Excellence
- Co-Funded & SRI
- LIEF
- ITRP

Area of box represents $$ awarded over the period 2008-2013.
N.b. ITRP & DECRA running for less than five years.
GLAM organisations on ARC-funded projects, 2008 to 2014

Count of unique organisations

- Museums: 45
- Arts organisations: 11
- Botanic gardens: 10
- Galleries: 8
- Libraries: 7
- Archives: 5
- Other: 2
- HEI (overseas): 2
Number of projects (all schemes) involving GLAM, by 2-digit FoR code (2008 to 2014)

- Biological Sciences
- History and Archaeology
- Environmental Sciences
- Studies in Creative Arts and Writing
- Earth Sciences
- Language, Communication and... Studies in Human Society
- Chemical Sciences
- Physical Sciences
- Philosophy and Religious Studies
- Law and Legal Studies
- Information and Computing Sciences
- Technology
- Built Environment and Design
- Agricultural and Veterinary Sciences
- Engineering
- Commerce, Management, Tourism...
- Psychology and Cognitive Sciences
Relationship and collaboration between GLAM organisations and ARC schemes
Collaboration between universities (green) and GLAM organisations (blue), by location
Networking between GLAM orgs on funded ARC projects (2008 to 2014)
ARC-funded projects with GLAM organisation involvement - countries of collaboration (2008 to 2014)

Number of projects involving overseas GLAM orgs